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First, Reeder mailed out request letters, which got about half the
districts to respond. Then he faxed a second letter to get 25 percent
more to provide the information. Then he hit the telephone, hounding
superintendents until they complied with the law.
"One district I had sent more than 20 faxes and letters and they
ignored me," Reeder said. "So I got the cell phone number of the POI
officer and just kept calling. When he was at volleyball practice. At home
for dinner. Finally he got exasperated and just handed over the data."
After shaming some districts into complying ("Hmmm, about 860
districts provided the information, why won't you? ), Reeder was down
to a few holdouts, including Chicago officials who cited privacy as an
exemption. So Reeder -walked over to the office of the state Senate major¬
ity leader and asked if he could talc to the mayor's office. "Within minutes
the phone was ringing," Reeder said. "It was the school district saying,
'Mr. Reeder, we'll have the information for you this Monday.
You, too, can get 876 school districts to comply with the law, or even
that one recalcitrant sheriff's office on your beat. This chapter explains

how to respond when public officials illegally deny valid public records
requests. It then describes common denial excuses and how to respond,
including a list of strategies for turning "no" into "yes." At the heart of the
strategy is turning access requests into a bit of a game rather then wal¬
low in misery in the aftermath of a denial, FOI stalwarts told us again and
again that they see denials as the beginning of the chase.
Understand the nature of 'no'
Some government officials turn your "right to know into their right
to no."

As in "no way are you getting that document."

That's why it's so important to understand the prevalence of denials,
why some agencies deny valid records requests and what to do about it.
Denials gone wild
First, let's start with the fringe denials, the loony ones that leave journal¬
ists fuming, gasping and occasionally laughing. Wacky denials illustrate
how far some public officials will go to assert total control over their
domains and say anything to thwart transparency.
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Sticking their necks out. In 2002 Ryma the giraffe, a beloved public
favorite at the Smithsonian Institution's National Zoo, died at age 16,
long before the giraffe's life expectancy of 25 years. The Washington Post
requested the medical and pathology records. While the zoo gave a gen¬
eral description or the death (Ryma apparently died of a digestive illness
caused oy eating bamooo), officials refused to hand over the specific
records, saymg that disclosure would violate the giraffe's privacy, as well
as ammal-zookeeper confidentiality. The Smithsonian was able to get
away with the denial because a court ruled that the nonprofit organiza¬
tion Is not subject to FOIA. In a similar case, the San Jose Mercury News
lost a lawsuit m the 1990s after suing over pet licenses. The court agreed
with Santa Clara County's argument that releasing pet license data would
invade dogs' privacy.

Protecting porn profits, A public school teacher from Wisconsin was
fired for viewing pornographic images on his classroom computer. When
the Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel asked to see the computer files, the
teacher went to court to stop the disclosure of the images, arguing the
school couldn't release copies of the commercial porn images because
it would inrringe on tne copyright held by the porn producers. In May
2007 the srate Supreme Coun ruled in the newspaper's favor, saying
compliance with the public records law is fair use and therefore release
or the pictures wouldn t violate copyright law and wouldn't financially
hurt pornographers.
Adopt-d-highway. You know when you drive down a highway and you
see those "adopt-a-highway" signs that state that the local Kiwanis club
or the Jones family has adopted that section of the road to clean up? Ever
wonder whether they actually do the cleaning for that prime free adver¬
tising? Jennifer LaFleur did when she worked for the San Jose Mercury
News, so she requested the database of all the adopt-a-highway volun¬
teers to find out how the program worked and who was involved. The
state refused to make the list public, saying it would invade the volun¬
teers privacy for the public to know they had adopted a section of state
highway—even though their names are posted on highway signs for
everyone to see.
Secret Santa. We trust our government to protect us from terrorists

and other bad people, so when they say information has to be kept secret

internal office joke about a potential terrorism attack on the North Pole
by the "Group of the Martyr of Ebenezer Scrooge" (see Figure 6.1).
National security? Bah, humbug. More like an office holiday joke.
If public officials like these are so brazen at trying to keep public
records secret with outrageous excuses, imagine how often they deny
valid requests through seemingly benign reasons, through dubious reli¬
ance on exemptions and sometimes through good, old-fashioned stone¬
walling.
Prevalence of denials
OK, so we pointed out a few extreme examples of silly secrecy. Is secrecy
really that much of a problem? You bet. Despite state and federal laws
requiring government officials to honor public records requests, the real¬
ity is that many don't.
Secrecy has been on the rise for decades. About 200,000 documents
are classified annually at the federal level, and tens of thousands of FGIA
requests wait in backlogs, some pending since 1992.1
Helen Thomas, a political columnist for Hearst Newspapers and a
journalist since 1943, said that in her nearly 70 years in the field she has
seen the government gradually get more and more secretive.

"We had a lot of access in the Johnson era and the Kennedy era. We
used to walk down the street with Carter," Thomas said. But more and
more it's become difficult. There's too much secrecy in government, and
I think the news organizations have gone along with it. I don't play ball
like that... . People have a right to know.

Secrecy has become ingrained in our government, from the top down.
An examination of 32 state public records audits conducted from 1997
through 2004 showed widespread noncomphance with public records
laws.2 Citizens and journalists visited police stations, school districts and
city halls and asked for different kinds of records. In many cases the
responses were hostile and illegal. Among the 32 audits, agencies complied
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Record type
City council minutes
Restaurant inspections
Expense reports
Travel vouchers
Coach salaries
Superintendent contract
City employee overtime pay

Ja log
Cr me incident report
Cr me log

Average compilative rste

93%
86
74
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66
60
58
55
29
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Wonunatd* there are io cs of reasons, mcMmg lack of staffing, orders
from the ton, entrenched secrecy and piam old arrogance,
Z ordinV to research by ytoM Cochran of to,errcan Unrver tty,
about^ two-thirds of the time federal agenaes deny FOIA requests aang
nrivacy exemptions. About 15 percent are denied to protect ongc,
'enforcement mvest-igations, and 23 percent ror other reasons. Only p cent of denials are attributed to national security.0
But those are just the appr.rent reasons. When a J "
arbitrary, there are usually more subtle reasons at play m Cnapte- -

through m much more detaS some of the reasons why orS^al. mcL
records,'but for now, regardless of the reason, you need ,o ogure our wha,.
to do. It's time to respond and get those records.

Respond to common denials
So we know there's a good chance a public official will deny a valid pubc co d° request. So what do you do! Don", give up. The worst thm

£ can dols waft away because die agency wiU us. the same =cuse^
th- next person, including you the neH time you request a public

Instead, look at the initial denial as the begmnmg or your response
rather than as the final answer.
Don't get mad, get busy
It can be difficult to stay calm when youre denied public records Inves^
Native reporting guru Don Ray tells journalists "don t embrace obstad .
Maybe the mformation is available elsewhere. Don't fume and focus on
the denial. Focus on getting the information. ^
Sometimes journalists are quick to pounce on re-a .

threatening a lawsuit or writing nasty stories about dema .
necessary, but at the very beginning it might box the agency into a corner,
forang h into a win-lose scenario: roll over or fight. Most cornered anrmals fight One way to prevent the agency from digging m its heels ea y
„d battling all the way to court is to provide an easy escape hatch.
Enable th. agency to save face and tt might drop die files in your hands

^M^e^tlvrng is actmg mce Xolumbo, a humble and
seemingly harmless character from a 1970s television detective show. Ray
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said 'that when a low-level clerk denies copies of a record, there's a good
chance that the clerk doesn't know whether it's public or not, but chooses
to play it safe by denying access:
When they do that,! say, "No problem. I don't really need it
that bad. Besides, I can leave earlier than I expected and get
home sooner." I start to walk away and then put my hand to my
forehead and do a "Columbo" move. I return and say, "I just
realized that my boss is going to want to know why I came
back empty handed. If you could be so Hnd, would you please
tell me the lav/ or regulation or court case that says the record
isn't public?" They'll usually say, "I don't know." Then, I say,
"Oh, well then maybe you'd let me talk to someone who
knows. Could I ask your supervisor?" I'm never threatening—

always nice and friendly. Usually, the supervisor comes and
also doesn't know. Then I ask nicely for the supervisor's
supervisor. By the time the chief clerk or the office manager
comes to the desk the original clerk is intrigued. What often
happens is that the head honcho person looks at the request
and says, "It's public record. Make the copy for him."
As we discussed in Chapter 5, focus on the "interests" of what you
want, and the interests of the clerk. Investigative reporter and editor Scott
North of The (Everett, Wash.) He-raid suggests journalists quickly iden¬
tify the sticking point. "Identify the problem they had with the request,
why they are reluctant to give it up," North said. "If it's not a problem for
you, give it up and open the logjam. Sometimes instead of going at it at
ramming speed, look at it as a maze."

Here are a dozen ways of working yourself through that labyrinth, of
responding to those common denials.
If the agency says ...
'Nah, it's our policy not to give that out.'
That's nice, but what does the law say? Have the agency provide its
denial in writing, citing the relevant state or federal statutes that allow for
the secrecy. In many states this written legal citation is required by law.
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When an agency is forced to cite the exact law it often realizes thai there
is no such law. Once it provides the written denial, check the law yourself
to make sure it's a valid exemption. Sometimes officials cite a law that
does not apply. Or court rulings might interpret the exemptions nar¬
rowly, as they should, which might contradict the agency's application of
the exemption. Still unsure? Run the denial by your state FOI coalition,
a media attorney or a fellow FOI junkie.
'Chirrrp, chirrrrp.' (Crickets chirping from the silence of the
agency's nonresponse.)

You submit your request but don't get any response. Nobody calls you,
e-mails you or sends you a letter. In many states the public records lav/
requires a response within a certain time limit, usually from three 10 10
business days. If the agency fails to respond it is breaking the law. Call to
find out what happened. If you get the runaround, send another letter,
this time to the head agency official and elected officials. Mention you
have gotten no response from a previous letter, in violation of state lav/.
Maybe even send it on your organization's letterhead, or better, from
your organization's lawyer. If you have sources withm the mstuudon,

enlist their help. Be firm and consistent, not militant. Ask them if they
need a little more time rather than going straight for the jugular.
'The description of what you requested is overly broad or inadequate.
Narrow your request so it is clear what they need to provide you. In some
states officials can deny records requests that are overly broad. It helps to
meet with staffers to find out exactly what records they have, down to the
form number, so you can be specific in your request. Discuss in detail the
ways that you could limit the scope of the request, and be willing to take
suggestions from staffers in government, who can really be a great help
in the process.
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Find the right person who knows where the record is. Get past the clerk
by asking who would have generated the document. Ask around: Don't
take the word of a single employee at City Hall.
'We'll get back to you' (20 years from now).
Access delayed is access denied. If the records aren't available by deadline
then that hurts the story, and a lot of public officials know that. Studies
show that federal agencies in particular will delay FOIA requests for
months or even years, with some of the longest requests pending more
than 20 years.4 Help the agency speed its response by being specific in
exactly what documents you need, and which ones you need first. If an
agency is dragging its feet for no apparent reason, consider the request
denied and ratchet up the heat.
'Some of the materials are legally exempt from disclosure,
so we can't give you the record.'

i he agency can black out, or redact, the exempt material but still let you
see the other parts of the record that are public. In databases, this entails
simply deleting exempt columns, such as Social Security numbers. Check
the fields that are being redacted and make sure you really need them
before you insist on getting them. Sometimes you can offer up a field you
don't need to ease the negotiations and speed things along.

lh
when o^scials balk at giving out information remind iheii of the
hei'iage of cperness in oi-t cast "'Ivs is 1rJG for tribes too Tor a
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'Here you go, with a few redactions' (all blacked out).
Sometimes government agencies go overboard on redactions, blotting
out everything whether it is exempt by law or not. If you feel they redact¬
ed more than they should have, but you don t know because you can't see
the blacked-out material, first ask the nature of what they blacked out
and what statute allows them to keep it secret. If you get vague excuses,
ask for the justifications in writing with specific laws cited for blotting
out the information. Some state public records ombudsmen can review

the unredacted documents in camera (in private) to determine whether
the agency followed the law. A judge could do the same if you sue.
Another possibility is to request the same record from different agencies.
Sometimes they redact different parts, enabling you to piece together the
public material.
'Our hands are tied. An exemption in the law forces us to keep it secret'
First, check with an expert to make sure the exemption is being applied
correctly. If so, still see if you can work something out. Exemptions are
usually discretionary, not mandatory. Agencies are not required by law to
withhold the information, except in some circumstances. For example,
some privacy laws require government to keep certain records secret,

Ms
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such as grades or medical records. But in most cases, officials can choose

to waive the exemptions and release the material if they wish. In some
cases the public interest overrides privacy or other competing interests.
'We don't have time to get that for you,'

While many public agencies are strapped for resources, this is not a valid
or legal excuse for denying a public records request. Have them point
out the "no time" exemption in the lav/. When they can't find it, offer to
help them make photocopies and prioritize the records so they can pro¬
vide them on a schedule. We've even offered to come sift through
records—and been welcomed to do so.

'Where does it say in the law that I have to give you that record?'
Nowhere. But that's not how public records law works. Remember that
the presumption is that government records are public unless there are
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'We think that legally we can keep it secret because of [privacy national
security, personnel, internal memos, unto investigat.on, etc.]. So we II
agree to disagree and not give it out.'
Check with an expert. If the age
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it's time to turn up the heat.

, ^es an agency will provide records but charge thousands or millions of dollars to get
Someti
, : Most state public records laws require agencies to charge reasonable copy costs, oft
cop "v, ,i, paper, toner and machine use, not staff time. We guarantee you ca"

iustfo

L and get whatyou need on the cheap or even for free. Here are 10 ways. ..

. / ;k for a waiver because of the public good (federal F01A iaw. allows such a waiver
. i: fees for the news media). .

.stead of getting copies, bring a notepad and look at them for free.
-arrow your request by selecting .only the documents that you really need.
/¦ ' sk for the records in a digital format. Transfer the files onto a flash drive or
D-ROM, or have the files e-mailed. •
¦ hotograph the documents with a digital camera, or use a portable scanner. Bring' ¦
'our own photocopier.

' Hake the agency justify the actual costs of copying through a line-item list Refluest
: he contract with its copy services company to see how much it pays per copy,
commercial copy'businesses charge 10 cents.a !
reasonable cost for a nonprofit government agency should be that or less. . .

if the agency won't provide justification, help it out with your own list:
. paper; Box of 10 reams (500 sheets each ream), at $35.99 = 0.7 cents per page.
. Machine: Xerox WorkCentre 5225 costs $4,299 and produces 75,000 copies a
month. Assuming two-year life, that's 0.2 cents per page.
« Toner: $172.00 for 30,000 pages, or 0.6 cents per page.
• Electricity:Negligible. ... \ •.. ;. :> ' :

Total cost per copy: 1.5 cents. Now, that s reasonable!
!¦¦¦ Survey all the local agencies in your area and do a story about the inconsistency

in fees and ways officials rip off the public. Interview average folks who pay the
fees and ask elected leaders why they think it's necessary to.overcharge citizens to
access records they've already paid for through their taxes.
9. C&ntact your State public records ombudsman or attorney general's office to talk
some sense into the agency. :
10.:Sue or lobby for legislation specifying lowet; reasonable fees.7:-• :

So you've haggled with officials and they still don't want to provide mrormation you believe you are legally entitled to. It's time to ratchet up t_ e
pressure.

Go up the ladder
If a manager or clerk is denying the records request, go to the persons
supervisor or the elected governing body of the agency. Sometimes line
workers are reluctant to give something out because they fear getting m
trouble from superiors. Those in charge have more authority. Also, those
in charge have more to lose from the appearance of secrecy or a public
records lawsuit. Ask each of the city council members or school board
members what they think about the agency keeping the records secret
from the public. Gain advocates for your position further up the institu¬
tional food chain, then call in the firepower.

Rally allies
Work with other journalists or other interested parties, such as genealo¬
gists, librarians, building contractors, private investigators or neighbor¬
hood gadflies. A unified front from diverse groups can be persuasive.
Legislators also are good allies, as Scott Reeder found out in Ilmois for
his school district records project. Unions and nongovernment public
interest groups can also make good allies on public records requests. ^
Find an attorney in your state attorney general's office or auditor s
office who knows the open records law. Have that person talk to the
agency. Also, find guides to public records produced by the state attorney
general or the cities association in your state. Often those guides w
explain how the record is public. E-mail the agency a page from the
auide, or send it the whole document. Then the agency doesnt have to
take your word for it; the agency is hearing it from authoritative govern¬
ment employees.

Shame the agency
Find out whether other agencies provide the records in question, and
then shame the deviant agency into making it public. Maybe every schoo

district in the county or state provides teacher disciplinary reports but
one. Peer pressure can be effective. Also, sometimes it helps to remind the
agency about-the purpose of the public records lav/, open government

and transparency m a democracy Wear a flag pm on your lapel and talk
about freedom. This is America, after all, not Nazi Germany or Stalinist
1^.1 ISSict

A lot of officials don't realize that breaking the public records law puts
an agency at risk. Point out other jurisdictions that denied public records,
were"sued and had to pay hundreds of thousands of dollars in penalties
or attorney fees. In other words, secrecy creates a potential liability for

the agency, not only in bad publicity but also in tax dollars. VVnen you see
m the news an agency lose a public records lawsuit, note the details in a
running file and have that list on hand to provide to reluctant officials.
Point out that you (and taxpayers) would hate the agency to oecome tne
state's next poster child of secrecy.

I was involved in a massive project on the Louisiana environment
some years back that showed safety problems wi'd
natural gas pipelines. "Ihe thing that popped c
was that inspections were not as frequent as they ought to be

and that the risk factor in failure in some of t
a lot higher than we thou
niobions o»c-. i;v:- s ¦Ii?l ccuiq 'is-'s '^oei o o\,snieii. ^ince

then, reporters I've worked with have tried to
system security, which you can't get anymore—ofi
new critical infrastructure exemption. A lot of times I think it s
just overreaction to a perceived threat, or basically they don't want to release information
that will embarrass them. But I've found that sometimes you can get around that by
finding older documents that may not be as up to date, but you enn uso ihom as a _
foundation for asking for more specific or penetrating questions. Somelmus small libraries
ihai serve as rtpositotics will lu-w diobe docum-nu still. You'll find .hat they've forgotten
to remove those docunn nts fiom the shelves Oi inemuw former agency officials—
sonutime'- they'll still have a lot of documents wuh them and will let you see them, .ust
bi> as resouicc-ful as possible Dcn't limit yourself to the official agency lhat is icsponsible
ior lhat documpnt Dorumrms uc-t seni out .ill oviM the place. Sometimes you have to be
—Sonny Albnsado, piojL'Cis editor, Arkansas Demociat-Gazette

Some journalists assume that if an agency routinely denies a valid public
records request then the officials must have something to hide. And if
they are hiding this document, what else are they trying to keep hidden?
That's why Eric Longabardi, an investigative television reporter, digs even
deeper if he gets a denial. ^ ^
"If they delay and are deliberately making things difncult, send 400
requests via e-mail in 10 minutes," Longabardi told a crowd at the 2007
Investigative Reporters and Editors national conference in Phoenix. "They 11
want to get you off their back and they'll get you what you asked for."
Also, you might try lobbing some "FGI clusterbombs.' Request Lie
same documents from other agencies that might have them. Or think o
other documents that would have the information you are looking for,
maybe even from the same agency.

Mike McGraw of Hie Kansas City Star used this technique when he
was trying to get records regarding food poisoning caused by taimea
beef. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) refused to provide records
that included the names of food poisoning victims. So instead McGraw
requested all correspondence between the CDC and attorneys regarding
food poisoning. He then contacted the attorneys who represented t e
victims, and they were more than happy to get the reporter in touch with
their

clients.

,

Lawyers can be great sources of documents that might have been gath¬
ered during the discovery portion of a lawsuit, in preparation of making
their cases. Find out if an agency or group has been sued, and then call
the plaintiff's attorney to find out what records were gathered during
discovery.

Another tip is to request e-mails and memos regarding your reques o
see if officials talked about why it was denied and mentioned other
records they did not give you. The correspondence will give you a good
sense of whether the agency actually denied the records for a legitimate
reason or is trying to hide something. You may learn information that
allows you to submit a new request that is more focused.

Write about it
One of the most effective ways of overcoming a public records denial is
to tell people about it.

It's too bad more journalists don't follow through. Some hesitate >.0
write stories when government hides information from the public, saying

it's "inside baseball" or a conflict of interest to write about disputes
between journalists and government.
We disagree. The government isn't saying "no" to the journalist. Its

saying "no" to the thousands or millions of people m the community.
As proxies for citizens, journalists are entrusted to tell the public when
government keeps information secret. They have a duty to tell the public.
Even a little story is better than nothing, and then the editorial writers
can take it from there and slam the secrecy.
Other journalists say the public doesn t care.
We disagree again.
Survey research shows that people care about open government
especially when the documents concern tax dollars or public^ safety.
Journalists must demonstrate, again and again, the value of public
records in everyday life, and highlight attempts at unwarranted secrecy,
every single time.
In Chapter 9 we explain in more detail how to write about FOI issues
in ways that make sense and are not inside baseball. Ii you don t tell
people about the secrecy, who will?

Appeal
Federal FQIA and a lot of state public records laws provide the ability to
appeal a denial officially. In some cases it's not that helpful because you
end up appealing to the head of the agency who might have been the
same person who denied you the record. But in other cases the appeal is
heard by the state attorney general or an outside commission.
Regardless, if that is an option in your state, take it. Always. It's free, it s
easy and it can work.

American University professor Wendell Cochran looked at FOIA
requests in 2006 among 15 federal agencies and found that among the
240,000 denials only 6,600 people appealed. Of those who appealed, a
third got more information.6 It pays to appeal.
Pursue mediation
One way to work through disputes without caving in or going to court is
through mediation, rlxn . wV i>e stages V 'e some type of formal or

; q u ! r 1 n g jubiic recoros

H it is crucial that news organizations routinely incorporate the
denial' and ^ their blldgets. Sometimes the records themselves
-fits 0f ^sefulbythe time a case is litigated or settled, but simply filing

00t.^4sTstrong message. Officials might think twice before deny,ine suit bcii^ ^

i»ST0l,rK0f4'atiom choose their cases careMly because they don't
NtWS stablish bad case law if they lose. So when considermg htigaaon,
'n!*W ^ ft. slam-dunk win. In some states, the government may have
sore s - nalt.es or both if 70U „„ in court. If your news
ff '""c n doesrfi want to sue, look around for an attorney who might
case for free. The Student Press Law Center (www.splc.org)
!»* th°.e legal advice to student journalists. Or team up with other
provides -- miallt want to sue for the information.

"'^"Tawsnit in°federal court over federal FOIA is actually pretty
pai°' gojdable. You don't need an attorney or that much money. The
easy and a . for preeclom of the Press outlines the steps and

Reporters ^ forms t0 fiu out (www.rcfp.org/fogg/index.php). The
eve0 mt 0 Sling a lawsuit m federal court will often pry the records
mere aa

'MSr hele Earl-Hubbard, an attorney in Washington state who litigates Pu,blic records disputes, said the chances of winning increase
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journalists keep a detailed paper trail of their quest for
"The most important thing is good record keeping, s le sai .
your requests and don't alter them. Make your requests m writmg_

Keep track of everything. If you talk to them, create a written record o
what

was

said."

„

lTr

Earl-Hubbard also suggests journalists act polite.y an reaso . y
with agencies as they deal with denials. If it does go to court, a )udge will
notice if a reporter is being a jerk or has an ax to grind.
Make it easier for agencies to comply

Ultimately, the key to overcoming illegal denials is to be persistent and
not back down, using a combination of some or all of the techniques
provided m this chapter. .
' Rob O'Dell, City Hall reporter from the Arizona Daily Star, said tenac¬
ity is the key to getting what you need: "My philosophy" * that.you have
to show them that it's going to be more work to ueny the records th „
comply with the request."
For example, sometimes an agency will say rt can't get a record
because it would take too long for a staff member to look through aU th
documents to find what you need. And the agency wdl say it will photo¬
copy everything for you but at a high fee. So just look at the documem
yourself. In response, O'Dell said, an agency might insist that it has
staff member on hand to make sure you don't damage or take docu¬
ments. "I'll say, 'OK, I'll be there every day starting at 9 a.in., he said
•On the first day's it's fine. The second day n's fine. The third day i s
fine But by the fourth day they'll come up to me and say. Is there
another way we can do this?' They realize that maybe its easier to jus
comply and give me what I asked for rather than have someone sit there
o

with

me

all

day.

.

,

t

O'Dell said that if you develop a reputation as someone wo oes n
simply go away when denied, then you will be denied less. You have to
show that you are going to get the records, that you are consistent and
that you aren't going to go away. If they know that you will keep corning
and won't give up, then they will figure out a way to give you what you
need."

Exercises and ideas for journalists, newsrooms and classrooms to improve
your skills and foster FOI in your community.
1. Conduct an FOI au
Show citizens the prevalence of illegal public records denials by conducting
an FOI audit in your community, college campus or state. Audits show the
extent of agencies not following the law and often lead to new legislation
and openness. Gather other journalists and citizens together and develop a
protocol for what records you will request and how you will do it. Choose
records that yield good stories. Then publicize the audit results and make
sure legislators get copies in case your state laws need strengthening. To get
a sense of what other audits have accomplished, check out a list of some
at the Freedom of Information Center (www.nfoic.org/audits-and-open-

records-surveys). To get detailed tips and instructions for conducting
your own audit, check out the FOI ioolldt produced by Charles Davis ior
the Society of Professional Journalists (http://spi.org/foitoolkit.asp).

Demonstrate the price of secrecy by developing two lists to share in your
newsroom or as a class project, or even as a news story:

0 Important public-interest stories that couldn't have been done
without public records, or stories that won't be able to be done
because of secrecy.

0 Big payouts by the government in penalties and attorney fees after
losing public records lawsuits.
These lists can be used when convincing an agency to provide records,
writing about denials, pushing for better laws or arguing cases in court.
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Provide a summary paragraph for each instance with the basic details
and links to any stories or supporting materials. Compile the anecdotes
for a story that can be published during national Sunshine Week, held
every mid-March. For an example of stories that couldn t have been done
without public records, see Jennifer LaPleur's 2003 report on "The Lost
Stories" for the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press (www
.rcfp.org/loststories).

3. Do a double take
For your next document-driven story, identify a document that is held

—MM

by two different agencies, such as a boating accident report (e.g., your
state boating safety commission and the U.S. Coast Guard), and request
the same document from both agencies. Note how the different agencies
handle the requests and compare what information each agency redacts
and makes public. This will enable you to piece together a more accurate
picture for your story and better understand the inconsistencies of how
different agencies, and perhaps different people within agencies, provide
records.

4. Dig those declassifications
Dig through declassified documents to get a sense for what is kept secret.
Did it really need to be kept secret, or was it as benign as the Secret Santa
memo? A great Web site that posts declassified documents is The National
Security Archive, based out of The George Washington University (www
.nsarchive.org).

5. Analyze the FOI lo
Request the FOI logs from an agency you cover or local jurisdictions that
interest you, such as your city, university or school district. Request to
see the logs for the past three years. Make sure the logs include dates and
disposition—when the person requested a record from the agency, when
the agency responded and ultimately whether the person got the records
or not. Also try to get the reason for denial if the request was denied.
Create a spreadsheet (if the log isn't already in one), and tabulate the
average length of time it took the agency to respond, the percentage of

Sialllllliillt
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Strateaies for acqu\\ ing

i c records

^u-sts where the agency didn't respond within the time required by law
thp percentage of requests that were denied and the most common rea^n
for denial See if the denial percentage is increasing or decreasing ren ,

and compare to other similar agenaes to find the most secretive one m
your area. Write a story showing the state of access m your comm

interviewing people who requested records.

Federal appeal/lawsuit forms www.rcfp.org/fogg/index.php
The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press has provrded
forms online to appeal a FOIA denial, as well as a form /ou can fill
out to actually file suit yourself m federal coun.
Federal FOIA ombudsman ww.archives.gov/ogis
If you are stonewalled or denied by an agency, get e p rom . federal FOIA ombudsman, officially the director or the Office
Government Information Services. In addition to the Web site, you
can e-mail at ogis@nara.gov or call 301-837-1996.
Learn about mediation www.nfoic.org/white_papers
Look at the report "Mediation without Litigation by Harry
Hammitt to find out if your state has a mediation system.
Students can get free legal help www.splc.org .
The Student Press Law Center will provide free legal assistance o
student journalists who have problems getting public records.

